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ON THE COVER. Augustus Siebe Diving Helmet. Circa 1850. 
One of the few examples of this helmet known to collectors. It 
was publically displayed for the first time at the Inaugural 
Meeting. 
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The inaugural meeting of the North American Chapter of The Historical Diving Society, hosted by the Society's 
American Representative, Leslie Leaney, took place on Sunday, 18th of October, 1992, at the Marine Technology 
Department of Santa Barbara City College, Santa Barbara, California. 
Society members were welcomed to the college by Mike Von Alvensleben, Head of the Marine Technology Depart-
ment and also a member of the Society's steering committee. Mike's enthusiastic welcoming address, stating the 
significance of the Society's aims and the great relevance of Santa Barbara in modem diving history, helped in setting 
an informal tone and relaxed atmosphere for the day. 
IN U GliR \L \DDRESS: 
LESLIE LE \NE\ (THE HISTORH' \L Dl\ lNG SOCIETY) 
Inaugural Meeting 
Steering Committee 
(l to r) Skip Dunham, President, 
Diving Systems International, 
Leslie Leaney, American Chapter 
Representative, Mike Von 
Alvensleben, Chairperson, Santa 
Barbara Marine Technology 
Department. 
Leslie's inaugural address started by noting that the Society's point of 
origin was attributable to Nick Baker, who while cataloging the items in 
Siebe Gorman's museum, struck upon the idea of forming a group of like-
minded enthusiasts to help promote and preserve Britain's diving heritage. 
Nick placed an advertisement in Britain's leading underwater magazine, 
"Diver", and found there were several people with similar interests. Thus 
the idea of a Historical Diving Society took the first steps to becoffiing a 
reality. A capacity, invitation only, British inaugural meeting was held at 
the Siebe Gorman factory in Wales on September 29th, 1990 during 
which a committee was formed to guide the Society. The Aims of the 
Society were agreed upon, recorded, and later appeared in the first 
membership brochure. Nick was appointed Secretary, and his wife 
Lindsey, Treasurer. Reg Vallintine, one of England's foremost authorities 
on diving and the owner of a large library on the subject, was appointed Vice Chair-
man, and John Bevan of Submex became Chairman. 
At the time of the meeting, John had been preparing his thesis on "THE INVENTION 
AND DEVELOPMENT OF THE DIVING HELMET AND DRESS DURING THE 
19TH CENTURY." His research recorded the various contributions made by Charles 
and John Deane, George Edwards, Augustus Siebe and Charles Heinke. John received 
his Ph.D. shortly afterward and lectured on the subject at the Royal Institution on 
October 22nd, 1991. To illustrate points of John's research, Leslie used a home-made 
American shallow water helmet to show what is known in England as Deane's Open 
Style of Helmet. He then made reference to Robert H. Davis's book "Deep Diving and 
Submarine Operations" as helping to promote the assumption that Augustus Siebe 
invented the first helmet, and also to Alexander McKee's "History Under the Sea" as 
helping correctly record Deane's claim to the invention. 
Some benefits of membership in the Society were noted, such as the Society's program 
of historical rallies using standard equipment, The Historical London Diving Walk, 
visits to Siebe Gorman, The Mary Rose Museum, Whitstable Diver's Museum, etc. 
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After the initial 
meeting at Siebe 
Gorman, the 
Society's member-
ship grew rapidly. 
For North American members, DESCO of Milwaukee, had agreed to give any valid Society 
member a 10% discount on any DESCO parts and their craftsman's labor. The idea of taking 
a group of U.S. members over for a visit to England's historical diving sites in October, 1993 
was currently being enthusiastically discussed by the committee who are making host plans 
for such a visit which may culminate at the Society's A.G.M. or with a dive in the Royal 
Navy Standard gear or both! 
After the initial meeting at Siebe Gorman, the Society's membership grew rapidly with 
approximately 10% of it American based. Leslie recounted his invitation to meet the com-
mittee in London in January, 1992 to arrange for the setting up of the American Chapter. 
Upon his return to the States, Leslie embarked on gathering information and support for the 
initial launching of the Society. The city of Boston, Massachusetts was considered as a site 
for the inaugural meeting, given that some of the earliest recorded equipment manufacturers, 
such as Andrew J. Morse and Son, Alfred Hale and Wells and Gowan were all located there. 
However, some of the most significant developments in modem diving were attributable to 
former abalone divers whose inventions in the mid 1900's made Santa Barbara the world 
capital of diving. 
Internationally known divers and inventors such as Bob Kirby, Bev Morgan, Bob Ratcliffe, 
Phil Nuytten, Laddie Haddleman and Bob Christensen were still active today, and were 
willing to lecture on their experiences and achievements. Santa Barbara was therefore 
selected as the site of the inaugural meeting and the theme would be the local history and 
development of diving equipment that was to revolutionize commercial and military diving. 
To help launch the Society, Leslie first contacted Skip Dunham, President of Diving Systems 
International, who not only agreed to assist but volunteered to have D.S.I. sponsor the 
Society's brochure. It was initially hoped to use D.S.I.'s facility for the location of the 
inaugural meeting, but with production of the company's new SuperLite 27 helmet just 
underway this was not possible due to space restrictions. Skip then contacted Mike Von 
Alvenslesben who kindly offered the Society his facility at Santa Barbara City College's 
Marine Technology Department for the inaugural meeting. 
With this brief accounting of the mechanics of the setting up of the H.D.S. explained, Leslie's 
scheduled presentation on "THE EARLY HELMETS" was dropped in favor of showing 
some slides which had arrived by airmail the day before, accompanied by the following 
letter: 
Dear Leslie, 
The enclosed 20 transparencies are a sample from several 
hundred glass slides, negatives and prints found recently in an old 
cupboard at Siebe Gorman's factory. Without the formation of 
the Historical Diving Society and the interest this has created 
within companies like Siebe Gorman to recognize and preserve 
their history, these images, along with other important artifacts, 
whilst they may not be destroyed, would certainly fail to receive 
the attention they deserve. This heightening of awareness 
amongst companies involved or previously involved in diving 
manufacturing represents just one aspect of the Historical Diving 
Society's activities in the U.K. 
Divers at Royal Navy exhibition in 1891 featuring 
Alexander Lambert (center in billycock hat), a famous 
British diver of the late 19th Century. (slide #3) 
I hope the newly formed North American section will enjoy these 
pictures 'rescued' by the Society from obscurity, and join with the 
H.D.S. UK in helping to give diving its rightful historical place 
alongside the other great technologies. 
NICK BAKER, 
SECRETARY, 
HISTORICAL DIVING SOCIETY. UK 
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The slides shown depicted the following: 
1. Siebe Gorman title slide, 1920's. 
2. Illustration of a diver and a mermaid. 
3. Divers at Royal Navy exhibition in 1891 featuring Alexander Lambert, a famous British 
diver of the late 19th Century, and J.W. "Ginger" Bateman (in diving dress) and "Professor" 
Newman in the bathing suit. 
4. Divers at Scapa Flow, Scotland, in the 1920's. The Imperial German fleet, scuttled at 
Scapa Flow in 1919 provided employment for dozens of salvage divers. 
5. Divers training at Siebe Gormans works in Westminister Bridge Road, London, in the 
early 20th Century. This factory was totally destroyed during the Blitz in 1941. 
6. A Siebe Gorman divers pump from the 1930's with a dual motorized and hand driven 
capability. 
7. Back view of the "Injector Dress", developed initially for 
deep air diving in the 1930's. The British were forced to 
develop deep air techniques ( reaching an impressive 350 feet) 
due to the impossibility of obtaining helium from the U.S. 
which in those days was the only source of that gas. The U.S. 
maintained that exported helium could be used to develop 
long-range airships which would have the capability of bomb-
ing the States. As if the British would have ever contemplated 
such a thing! The British diving establishment thought the 
Americans were simply trying to prevent the Royal Navy 
taking the lead in deep diving. 
8. The boot assembly shop at Siebe Gorman's Chessington 
works where diving equipment was manufactured between 
1939 and 1974. 
9. One of the casting shops at the old Westminister Bridge works. All the gunmetal parts for 
the pumps and helmets would have been made under the primitive conditions shown. 
10. A deep-sea observation chamber of the type used to salvage bullion from the liner 
"Egypt" in the mid-1920's. 
11. A miniature bell used in the training of Royal Navy submariners in the use of the "Davis 
Submarine Escape Apparatus." This rather unsuccessful device was adopted by the Royal 
Navy in the 1920's. The Americans ,meanwhile, were working on an equally unsuccessful 
device! 
12. The Neufeldt and Khunke atmospheric Deep Diving Armour of the 1920's. This moder-
ately successful German diving device was examined closely by Siebe Gorman and the Royal 
Navy with a view to ignoring the German patents and building their own. In the end, another 
British engineer, Joseph Peres, also ignored the patents and built a similar apparatus called 
the "Tritonia" which now belongs to Society Chairman John Bevan. It is on display at 
Charleston in Cornwall. This suit was used in the 1970's as a model for the very successful 
"JIM" apparatus. Mike Borrow, the engineer who developed the "JIM" is a society member. 
13. Research into oxygen poisoning carried out by the Royal Navy at Siebe Gorman's 
factory during the Second World War. Somewhat "stung" by the early successes ofltalian 
"Frogmen", the Royal Navy set about poisoning its own sailors in a desperate attempt to "get 
even!" The chamber beneath the floor in this picture is still in existence. 
14. Self contained non-magnetic mine disposal equipment developed toward the end of the 
Second World War. 
15. A submersible canoe. Another late WWII device. In this good visibility it looks like 
great fun. It probably wasn't! 
16. A huge air receiver with a ten-diver control panel built by Siebe Gorman for a Dutch 
salvage company in the late 1940's. 
17. Oxygen combat diving apparatus, early 1950's. The suits shown were manufactured 
initially in one size only. Tall divers had a choice of pulling the crotch up or the hood down. 
This diver appears, by the position of his nose, to have opted for the less painful of the two. 
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Divers at Scapa Flow, 
Scotland, in the 1920's. 
(slide# 4) 
Some of the most 
significant devel-
opments in mod-




A very early Siebe 
Gorman Aqualung 
(slide# 19) 
Circa 1905- Japanese 
abalone diver at White 
Point, near Los Angeles 
Monterey 
18. The "Sladen Suit" of the 1950's. An improvement on what had gone before, but 
only just. The Royal Navy divers who used it have described it lovingly as the 
"Clammy Death!" 
19. A very early Siebe Gorman Aqualung. The company made a great mistake in 
the late 1940's by refusing to take Cousteau's device seriously. The initiative, as 
we all know, passed to the U.S. 
20. Finally an "American Connection." This illustration is drawn from Siebe 
Gorman's huge collection of newspaper cuttings currently being catalogued by 
H.D.S. secretary Nick Baker. Taken from the New York magazine "Compressed 
Air" of September 1939, it shows an amazing, presumably home-made device in use 
in the U.S.A. 
Following the slides a video of the first HDS rally at Stoney Cove, England, in 
September of 1991 was shown. The video featured members in various Siebe 
Gorman helmets getting suited up and operating the equipment underwater, 
while less fortunate members manned the pumps topside. 
At the conclusion of the video Leslie introduced the first featured speaker of 
the day, A.L. "Scrap" Lundy who came highly recommended as an important local diving 
historian. These recommendations were soon proven to be well-founded. 
DE\ ELOPI\IE.\TS 1"1 DI\'ING IN TilE C \.LIFORNI '\. AB\LONE 
1'-IIHISTR\ IS53 TO ltJ50. c\..L. 'SCR \.P' Lli.\D\ 
Scrap started by recalling that his initial time projection for researching his book project 
would take a few months, but, it had so far taken him three years to reach the 1950's and the 
period where Laddie Haddleman and some others in the audience were involved in the 
industry. Noting his discovery of the Pier Cafe at Cayucos, California, it's walls covered in 
old photos of divers, Scrap started his research trail by talking with the owner of the Pier 
Cafe, Vera Pierce, and to the famous Morro Bay diver, Glen Bickford, who is now 82 and 
started diving in 1936. Interviews with Glen led Scrap to Monterey, California, and the last 
surviving Japanese American diver, who at the time of the interview was 72 years old and 
had heart problems. Realizing that when these people died so would the story of their times, 
Scrap spent just about every weekend for the next two and a half years researching the 
abalone industry, building up 260 sources and some 400 unpublished photos. 
The Chinese founded the abalone industry in 1853, collecting them from the shore between 
tides. They were eventually forced out of business by the exclusion laws of the 1880's and 
abalone harvesting as a commercial enterprise remained dormant until1895 when a Japanese 
farmer named Noda left Castroville to become a fisherman in Monterey. At this point of 
time there was no domestic U.S. market for abalone, but Japan had had a thriving industry 
for more than eight hundred years. Noticing the huge areas of red abalone, Noda promptly 
contacted the Japanese government, who in 1897 dispatched a recently graduated marine 
biologist named Kodani to set up a headquarters at Whaler's Cove, Point Lobos. Kodani 
acquired an American partner, A.M. Allen and in the years following 1898 immigrant 
Japanese divers, using hard hats and see-saw type hand pumps established bases in 
Mendocino, Cayucos and White Point (north of San Pedro) and began exporting abalone 
back to Asia. Using many of his unique slides to illustrate these developments, Scrap went 
on to reveal the origins of the domestic market. 
In 1907 'Pop' Ernest Doelter opened a restaurant in Monterey and sometime during the 
next three years discovered a way of preparing abalone that made it a popular local 
delicacy. This was the first step taken in what was to become a very lucrative Califor-
nian market. It started to blossom just in time to save the livelihood of the Japanese 
divers whose market was shut down in 1913-1915 by California laws forbidding the 
exporting of the shellfish. As the rotund form of Herr Doelter appeared on the screen, 
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Scrap documented the restaurants move from Monterey to San Francisco in 1914 
and the subsequent boom in the abalone market. The Japanese divers moved 
operations to Monterey in an effort to try and satisfy San Francisco's insatiable 
appetite for the shellfish and remained the exclusive farmers until 1928 when an 
ex gold miner named Bill Pierce moved to Morro Bay and started diving from 
the shore using standard hard hat gear supplied by a hand crank shallow water 
pump. By 1931 Pierce had graduated to a 26 foot boat made in Monterey, which 
was of the same design the Japanese divers used. He was joined by other diving 
relatives until a total of about a dozen Caucasians were actively diving for 
abalone. This was the beginning of the era of the central coast divers. Accord-
ing to California Department of Fish and Game records these diver, along with 
the Japanese, supplied 42 million pounds of abalone steak to San Francisco from 
1928 to 1940. 
Using slides of photographs from the era, Scrap proceeded to explain the various 
developments in the diving boats and air supply systems. The Caucasians 
copied everything from the Japanese who used only oars and sculls to power 
their 'live' boats which followed the diver as he worked on the bottom. The 
Caucasians eventually progressed to propeller driven boats but this development saw a 
sharp increase in diver injury and death, Bill Pierce being an unfortunate victim to propeller 
entanglement in August 1945, losing his life while just a few feet from his boat. This 
tragedy prompted the invention of the bail out bottle. In 1942 the outbreak of WWII saw 
the internment of the Japanese divers and their involvement in the industry which they 
pioneered came to an end. During the considerable time they ran the industry, 
they never lost a diver. A truly remarkable achievement. Some of the equip-
ment these divers used is now on display at The Whaler's Cabin, Point Lobos 
State Reserve, Carmel, California. 
After explaining the demise of the Japanese, Scrap continued to expand on 
developments during World War II. In 1943 the State opened up the coast from 
Point Conception south for abalone harvesting, and agar agar (a form of 
seaweed used in the production of pharmaceuticals) also provided divers with 
employment at Newport Beach. Two of these divers, Charlie Pierce and Frank 
Brebs were returning north to Morro Bay from Newport Beach and decided to 
test dive San Miguel Island. Collectively they boated 100 dozen abalone on the 
first day and headed for the nearest port with their catch. That port was Santa 
Barbara. So in 1943, two abalone divers moored their boat in the harbor and 
unknowingly started the city's association with underwater work that was, in 
the coming years, to make it "The World Capital of Diving." 
Local divers such as Al Hansen and Danny Wilson experimented with equipment out in the 
abalone patch and were later joined by others whose inventions and developments were to 
revolutionize diving. One of those divers was Bev Morgan, and at the end of Scrap's 
most informative lecture, he took over the podium. 
LOC \.L DE\ ELOP\IE~T OF LJ(;JIT\\ EIGHT 1>1\ J:\1(; EQllPI\IENT-
BE\ '\IORC c\:\, CHAJI{\1 \.N, Dl\ INC SYSTEI\IS INTER!\ \TION.\L 
Bev started by acknowledging Scrap's detailed research into the early days of abalone 
diving and noted that most of the relevant divers and their technological contributions 
originated from the abalone business. Using various slides to illustrate his presentation, 
Bev recalled his early days as a lifeguard at Newport Beach, using scuba for recreational 
purposes and a Browne mask for work. With Ramsey Parks and others, Bev progressed to 
Phil Widolf's mask and began adding his own modifications, such as a demand regulator, 
as he entered the abalone business. Diving at Newport Beach and San Clemente Island, he 
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1938- Delmar Reviea, 
Morro Bay abalone diver 
on the wooden ladder of 
his dive boat 
AI Hansen in the 
early 1950's with the 
Hansen Helmet 
Early Bev Morgan 
mask used by 
Marine World 
circa 1957 
The first lockout diving 
bell ever designed was the 
"PURISMA" diving bell 
circa 1964 
Bob Christensen in a 
modified Widolf mask circa 
1963. 
Ocean Systems mask, 
introduced in 1964 
eventually moved up to Santa Barbara where Laddie Haddleman and other local 
divers tried to chase him off. In Newport Beach, Bev had some experience with 
fiberglass boat construction, so when Widolf stopped producing masks, Bev 
started to construct his own using fiberglass molds. One of his early models 
shown on slide, featured a large face plate and was used by Marine World in San 
Diego so the audience could see the diver's face. Around 1959 regulators were 
added to these masks, one of them being used by Neal Tobin of 
Hawaii. Tobin later lost this mask,( now part of the DSI collection) 
and, being unable to obtain another, started using just a regulator 
mouth piece on an umbilical in conjunction with a face mask. 
"None of us thought you could dive all day with a mouth piece 
without getting some sort of mouth fatigue." This forced step by 
Tobin was soon adopted by others. 
Showing slides of various divers and equipment, Bev told of his 
move from abalone to petroleum in which most of the diving was 
being done in heavy gear. "Whitey Steffens, Danny Wilson, Laddie 
Haddleman and Bob Ratcliffe had already been in the business a 
few years ahead of me so I joined in primarily taking photos." 
Realizing that heavy gear could not be used from the diving bells 
that were being developed, the converted Widolf masks were introduced with 
steady flow valves, regulators mounted on the side, and mouth pieces inside. A 
slide showing one of these contraptions underwater with bubbles streaming from 
everywhere was described as "Ratcliffe working on that mouth piece and trying to 
stay alive." 
Bev then recalled some of the technical developments he had been involved in. In 
1964 the Ocean Systems mask was introduced, being the first unit that resembled 
the coming band masks in configuration of side valve and demand regulator. 
"Ratcliffe and Christensen worked on about twenty of these in the shop on Mil pas 
Street." The following year a fiberglass mask equipped with a steady flow valve, 
demand regulator and a rigid earphone on one side was produced. It was followed 
by other masks whose prototype designs featured improvements such as automobile 
soft plugs to house earphones and the odd telephone company speaker unit. These 
innovations on series 6 and 7 Kirby Morgan products helped set the stage for the 
introduction of what was to prove to be the company's most successful mask at the 
time, the KMB-8. 
Bev explained the improvements on the KMB-8 noting the provision for attaching 
an emergency air/bailout bottle on the "three hole side valve." The rights to manu-
facture the mask were sold to U.S. Divers and in 1970 they produced the mask, but 
with a different side valve that had smaller flow passages resulting in restricted 
breathing at depth. This model was sometimes referred to as the KMB-8 112. 
U.S. Divers fixed this problem on the KMB-9 
Bev's final slides featured the M-ll recirculating helmet which incorporated a 
demand system for back up, should the recirculator malfunction, and Diving 
System's International's KMB-18 which later came with a helmet shell for 
mounting TV cameras or lights. 
Bev Morgan's presentation was very personal and produced a lot of audience 
input and several questions, along with a general feeling that many in attendance 
had just seen glimpses of an old family photo album. 
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VIDEO- THE LYON'S MARITIME MUSEUM. ST. AUGUSTINE, FLORIDA 
Recognized as one of the world's leading authorities on diving helmets, and author 
of the book "Helmets of The Deep", it had been hoped that Leon Lyons would be able 
to attend the Inaugural Meeting. Unfortunately, he had prior commitments in Europe, 
but agreed to furnish the Society with a short video of his museum. Opened in 1990, 
the museum displays many of the helmets featured in Leon's book. Drawing items 
from the 20 countries that manufactured helmets, the museum also contains "celeb-
rity" helmets used in such movies as "Twenty Thousand Leagues Under the Sea", 
"Mara Maru"' starring Errol Flynn, "Wake of the Red Witch", starring John Wayne, 
"Reap the Wild Wind" and "The Road to Bali". Leon's video highlighted many of his 
helmets along with various accessories such as pumps, boots, and a large collection of 
knives, and closed with an invitation for members to visit him when in Florida. 
The last scheduled speaker was Bob Kirby who came armed not with slides but with 
various helmets and masks from his early years. 
LOCAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE DIVING HELMET -
BOB KIRBY, DIVING EQUIPMENT ENGINEER 
Wearing what he claimed to be the only type of tie a real diver would wear, Bob 
explained his fledgling steps in diving, starting out as a seasonal diving aide to Glen 
Bickford with the California Department of Fish and Game. Enthralled by a dive in 
Bickford's heavy gear, Bob joined the U.S. Navy with the ambition of becoming a 
diver, but soon found himself on the U.S.S. NERIUS in San Diego, "land-locked in 
coffee grounds". Through various means he made it to the U.S. Navy Diving School 
in Pearl Harbor where he started using the Jack Browne mask and" a miserable 
piece of equipment" called the U.S. Navy Mark V Diving Helmet. Bob ex-
plained what he saw as the many shortcomings of this apparatus, noting that 
he was "not a hero" to the U.S. Navy authorities. After graduating diving 
school, it was back to the NERIUS using Browne shallow water dresses in 
San Diego Bay, which at that time was noted for its immense raw sewage 
outlet. The Browne shallow water dresses were noted for their immense 
flooding down, so it was not the happiest of times. The Browne dresses 
also delivered an abundance of squeeze so Bob decided to test some of his 
budding skills by developing a system of equalizing a dry suit by using 
the mask exhaust flow. Phil Widolfs mask was the standard abalone gear 
but it was too narrow for Bob's face, so he made his own stainless steel 
mask and had it's exhaust flow directed into a Bell Aqua dry suit. This 
early Kirby advance in underwater technology was memorable primarily 
for seeing its inventor blown clean out of the water from a depth of eighty 
feet. 
After leaving the Navy, Bob headed north to Morro Bay, California, got 
married and headed back to San Diego with his new wife/tender Claudia. 
Bob recalled several amusing incidents in his early abalone diving career during which 
time he joined the "black fleet" and was subjected to various trials by his odiforous 
tender Mel "The Rat", and "Laughing Bob" his operator. From the abalone patch Bob 
moved onto the oil patch as a welder and diver, prior to joining Associated Divers in 
1963 and developing the helium helmet that he is known for. The motivation for 
constructing these helmets came from diving competitor Danny Wilson who had taken 
a standard hard hat and placed a regulator in it which allowed him to dive helium 
offshore. "Danny Wilson was the guy that turned everything around." 
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Bob Kirby with his great 
white shark tooth tie and a 
couple of old friends. 
Kirby Morgan Series 1 
12 bolt air helmet -
Early 1960's 
"I feel that it is 
so important that 
this group has 
been formed 
because this is 
such vital, vital 
history.'' 
The first Kirby built helmets were DESCO sponge helmets modified by Bob for 
helium use. After about a year, Associated Divers disbanded, but gave Bob permis-
sion to construct his helmets to satisfy the demand for them from other divers. 
Yokohama Diving Apparatus replaced DES CO as Bob's helmet supplier as he 
started to convert and market helmets in Santa Barbara. Eventually he used 
only the breast plate and neck rings from Yokohama and had his own bonnets 
spun by Hummel Products of Santa Babara. 
In 1965, U.S. orders for what was now the Kirby Morgan helmet dwindled due 
to the advent of "swimming gear" from diving bells so permission was given to 
Yokohama to produce the helmets. Bob and Bev Morgan pursued the new 
lightweight swimming gear and developed the "Dial a Breath" system for 2nd 
stages and various fiberglass helmets. In 1968, Bob left diving to build airplanes 
but rejoined Bev in 197 4 to continue his research and development of helmets. 
Several amusing incidents were recalled by Bob during his presentation , but the one that 
drew the most response was his story of taking nine days U.S. Navy leave to join up with 
Texan Jerry Todd, who promised to "teach Y'all to become an abalone diver". On the first 
day Bob met Jerry on his abalone boat and was shown all the appropriate gear. "Are we 
going diving?" Bob asked. "No, we're going to Escondido to get a bunch of Muscatel wine, 
then we're heading for a cove and gittin' drunk." For eight days they laid in the cove, drunk 
on Muscatel, when Bob finally demanded "Jerry, when are you going to teach me to become 
an abalone diver!?" to which Jerry replied "Why, Kirby, I already have!" 
At the conclusion of Bob Kirby's presentation, Leslie opened the podium for any member 
wishing to address the meeting, and after some minor prodding, Phil Nuytten, President of 
Can Dive, Canada, who had flown in that morning, took time to reflect on early Santa 
Barbara days and shared some of his thoughts. 
PHIL NUYTTEN, PRESIDENT, CAN DIVE 
Apologizing for his very un-Californian dress, Phil started by noting that there were probably 
more genuine antique diving relics sitting in the audience than displayed in the exhibition 
downstairs! Recalling his days with Cal Dive, Can Dive and World Wide Divers from the 
Gulf, Phil made special reference to Laddie Haddleman and "Rat Hat" creator Bob Ratcliffe, 
noting that he felt the only real difference between the American and Canadian "Rat Hat" 
was the penny soldered in the second stage. Himself the subject of an upcoming documen-
tary, "Under Pressure", Phil thought the volatile story of Oceaneering International, with sex, 
explosives, eternal damnation and similar scandalous themes would make for a good histori-
cal diving movie. He ended his informal observation with the following; "I feel that it is so 
important that this group has been formed because this is such vital, vital history. I think 
these men really deserve to be immortalized because what we are diving with today is a 
direct result, not of something that happened 100 years ago but 25-30 years ago. That was a 
revolution and we were very fortunate to be in on the ground floor of a whole change in 
diving." 
An informal discussion then took place with Bev Morgan noting that he and Bob Kirby only 
delivered their versions of the developments of the period and that there were numerous 
other participants who may have different views. Bev also felt that it should be made clear 
that the Society is open to all aspects of historical diving, not just commercial, and suggested 
that the history of the Diving Training Institutes would be of interest. Nick Icorn recalled 
that Bev was the first person to conduct a training program in the U.S., which was the L.A. 
County Instructor's Course in 1954. Jesse Dean of Aqua Tech, Laddie Haddleman and 
others contributed to the discussion after which Leslie acknowledged the support of the many 
people who had made the day possible. He thanked the members for their attendance and 
then opened the Inaugural Meeting's Display of Historical Diving Equipment. 
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Speakers (I to r ) 
Scrap Lundy, Bev Morgan, Leslie Leaney, Bob Kirby, Phil Nuytten 
EXHIBITION OF HISTORICAL DIVING EQUIPMENT 
In organizing the Display, members had been invited to bring items for "Show and Tell" and 
for "Swap, Sell or Trade." D.S.I. also brought part of their extensive collection as did the very 
knowledgeable Nick learn. 
NICK ICORN'S MUSElJl\11 OF DIVING 
A long time collector and diver, Nick has what many believe to be the largest collection of 
scuba related equipment in the world. 
On Display were: 
1) Owen Churchill green fins circa 1938 
2) Owen Churchill black non-floating fins, U.S. Navy U.D.T. circa 1943 
3) Duck Feet fins- 1951 
4) Aqualung twin hose regulator (French assembled)- 1949 
5) Aqualung twin hose regulator (U.S. assembled) - 1953 
6) Jet Air twin hose plastic regulator - 1955 
7) Home made regulator (as per Popular Science magazine, July 1953) 
8) Dive-Air twin hose regulator - 1954 
9) Northill twin hose regulator (Garrett Air Research- 1955) 
10) Viking Norseman Twin Hose and octopus regulator- 1960 
11) Little Rose Pro single hose regulator by Rose Aviation - 1956 
12) Aqua Matic single hose regulator - 1957 
13) Aqua Matic deluxe single hose regulator- 1958 
14) Aqua Dive single hose regulator, U.S. Divers- 1960 
15) Demone single hose regulator - 1960 
16) Demone Double single hose regulator - 1960 
17) Healthways Snark Air - 1954 
18) Cressi full face mask with single hose regulator 
19) Pirelli Explorer single hose regulator 
20) Normalair U.K. full face mask and regulator 
21) Cousteau Heli-Ox twin hose regulator- 1965 
22) Westinghouse Close Circuit Oxygen rebreather 
23) Bell-Aqua Dry Suit- 1954 
24) U.S. Divers SEAL suit 
25) Early 44 cubic feet women diver's cylinder- 1956 
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Nick Icom (center) discussing his 
collection with members. 
Part of the DSI display 
26) Original French 1949 aluminum cylinders 
27) Beckman Electro Lung - 1962 
28) Early 1950 tank harness and C02 fire extinquisher cylinder 
29) Cousteau lightweight four cylinder 200 cubic feet backpack unit (5000 p.s.i. cylinders) 
30) C.C.R. 1000 /U.S. Navy Mark 15 Mixed gas Closed Circuit Rebreather Unit-
(six hour underwater duration up to a thousand feet) 
DIVINC SYSTEMS INTERNATIONAL 
The following items were displayed from the collection of Diving System International: 
1) Miller 100 Series helmet 
2) Early 1960's Band Mask 
3) Kirby Morgan Series 6 prototype Clamshell helmet 
Part of the members display 
4) Kirby Morgan Series 4 prototype Clamshell helmet 
5) Kirby Morgan Band Mask circa 1968 
6) Kirby Morgan Semi-Lite helmet mid-1960's 
7) Kirby 15 helmet- 1975 
8) SuperLite 17 helmet- 1976 
9) Kirby Morgan MW4B Clamshell helmet for Sea Lab 3 
10) Kirby Morgan SuperLite 27 helmet- 1992 
11) Kirby Morgan XL26 mask 
12) 1956 Bev Morgan mask 
13) Kirby Morgan Series 1 12 bolt air helmet- 1965 
14) Kirby Morgan KMB-28 Band Mask 
15) Kirby Morgan 2 diver air radio mid-1960's 
16) Helmax helmet - 1970's 
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HISTORICAL DIVING SOCIETY MEMBERS DISPLAY 
The items listed here were brought for display by the following members : Ed and Lori 
Szostak, Cliff Linder, Jesse Dean, Jack Breese, Mike Von Alvesleben, Skip Dunham, 
Bob Kirby, Leslie Leaney. 
AMERICAN 
A.J. Morse & Son 5 Bolt U.S. Navy Mark I -Circa 1900 
A. Schraders Son Inc.- 5 bolt U.S. Navy Mark II- circa 1900 
A.J. Morse & Son U.S. Navy Mark III- circa 1900 
A. Schraders Son, Inc. U.S. Navy Mark V- 1918 
A.J. Morse & Son, Inc. U.S. Navy Mark V- 1944 
Miller Dunn U.S. Navy Mark V- 1943 
Diving Equipment and Salvage Company U.S. Navy Mark V- 1943 
Desco Browne commercial helmet with helium conversion - 1949 
Desco sponge divers helmet with Bob Kirby helium conversion - 1963 
Miller Dunn Divinhood Style 3- circa 1940 
Snead shallow water helmet- circa 1940 
2 x Phil Widhof masks - circa 1955 
N.A.S.A. helmet for astronaut underwater weightlessness training- circa 1966 
Jesse Dean fiberglass helmet- 1968 
H9me made copper shallow water helmet - circa 1920's 
Kirby stainless steel mask- 1955 
Kirby designed helmet for the movie "The Abyss" - 1989 
Arawak - 1978 
Savoie - 1967 
OTHER COUNTRIES 
England - Augustus Siebe- circa 1850's 
Siebe Gorman & Co. - circa 1890 
Siebe Gorman & Co., Ltd. with 
weights and shoes - circa 1940's 
C.E. Heinke and Co., Ltd. 
6 bolt - circa 1950 
Germany - Draeger DM40, 
Kreigsmarine with dress - circa 1935 
Greece - Sponge diver's helmet- circa unknown 
Denmark - 2 Bolt - circa unknown 
Japan - Yokohama 12 bolt converted for abalone diving- 1950's 
Italy - G.S.D. M400 Band Mask 
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San Diego Members: Jack Breese with 
his Widolf mask, Jesse Dean with his 
fibergalss helmet, and Ed Szostak with 
a GSD Band Mask 
Part of the members display 
The exhibition area provided a forum for some members to renew friendships with people 
whom they had not seen in many years and the display of helmets provided an apt setting. 
Skin Diver Magazine's Executive Editor, Bonnie Cardone, was prominent among the many 
members photographing the exhibits, while Gerry Salkowski, who had flown in from 
Michigan, acquired a fully tinned W.W.II Mark V from the 'Swap, Sell and Trade' table as 
a souvenir of his trip. Cliff Linder did a brisk trade in collectible diving books and Society 
golf shirts which featured an embroidered Deane helmet logo. A surprised Torrance Parker 
ran into a helmet in the display that he used to dive with many years ago. "I bought that hat 
in Newport News, Virginia, in 1949 or 50. I paid $5.00 for it. Maybe a little more." The 
relaxed atmosphere gave many members from the sports diving and collecting fields a 
chance to discuss equipment design with the divers who actually developed and open water 
tested specific helmets and masks. The general consensus among attending members 
seemed to be that the whole day had been a unique and rewarding experience and that the 
North American Chapter of the Historical Diving Society had gotten off to a very credible 
and impressive start. 
Bev Morgan, Bob Ratcliffe, Phil Nuytten, Laddie Haddleman, Bob Christisten, Bob Kirby, Torrance Parker 
The Inaugural Meeting of the North American Chapter ofthe Historical Diving Society would 
not have been possible without the support of the following. Diving Systems International, Skip 
Dunham, Mike Von Alvensleben, Santa Barbara City College, Bev Morgan, Bob Kirby, Scrap 
Lundy, Sheila Von Alvensleben, Robert Leaney, Mark Bursek, Nick Icorn, Nick Baker, Peter 
Shaw, Cliff Linder, Steve Chaparro, Leon Lyons. 
The compilation and publication of this report would not have been possible without the 
generosity of the following. Diving Systems International, Skip Dunham, Bev Morgan, Scrap 
Lundy, Mike Von Alvensleben, Peter Shaw, West Side Print Works of Santa Monica, Robert 
Leaney, Nick Baker, Jodi Rothe and especially Steve Chaparro and Sea Sprite Graphics. 
My sincere thanks to you all. Leslie 
Photo Credits: 
Pages: Cover, 1, 4 btm, 7, 8, 9, 10,11,12 Historical Diving Society, North American Chapter 
Pages : 2,3 4 top, courtesy of Historical Diving Society UK/ Siebe Gorman 
Pages : 4 center and bottom, 5 top and center courtesy of Scrap Lundy 
Page : 6 courtesy of Bev Morgan 
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The Historical Diving Society would like to thank Diving Systems International, the exclusive worldwide 
manufacturer of KIRBY MORGAN Deep Sea Diving Equipment, for their continued support and their 
generous sponsorship of this report. 
